Input on Boards 1-3: Project Background, Process, Public Engagement, Planning Principles and Goals
Planning Principles and Goals
Poster 3 Planning Principle 1, Goal 1: This goal is contradictory…
Poster 3 Planning Principle 1, Goal 4: Restate to say "gradual transitions between buildings" as well.
Poster 3 Planning Principle 2, Goals 1 & 2: Disagree with the term "paseos" as described.
Poster 3 Planning Principle 3: Regarding variety, change to say "Encourage a variety of compatible buildings,
Poster 3 Planning Principle 3, Goal 3.1: Change to say "…framework that retains a small scale character…"
Poster 3 Planning Principle 4, Goal 4: Wording seems awkward.
Poster 3 Planning Principle 7, Goal 3: Height should be increased in gradual transitions between buildings. Draw a
section showing concept of good urban design i.e. the context gradually transformed.
Height
Heights should be 2 to 3 stories in the C-D zone - the Downtown Core - and 3 to 4 stories outside of that.
Dislike 560 Higuera due to height and scale.
Glad to know building heights are limited in this plan.
Due to California laws that permit increased height for "affordable housing units" etc. our own zoning needs to
DECREASE height to 30 feet, so if ones come in at 45 feet it is because they have contributed to the greater good.
Keeping buildings 1-3 stories only. Go down 1 story (subterranean) if need be. Five stories is too big.
Height does not belong at the corners. It belongs mid-block. Be sensitive to historic downtown 2 story height
Honor height ordinances. Beware of "back door" exemptions by developers adding a few supposed affordable
Build up to 5 or 6 stories.
Height limit downtown at 50 feet.
Limit height at 50 feet.
Zoning regulations and adhering to height requirements and not calling them guidelines. 5 story buildings do
block views and destroy the character of our town.
Keep building heights low! I want to see those mountains!
Ensure buildings are the right height in the right place
Urban Design and Culture
Traditional character is the only mention of the physical form, not strong enough. Need a section on the "historic
forms, details, decorations, and materials" which should be included in new projects so that projects like "The
Allow public art to be available for sale - will increase rotation and provide more opportunity for artists (example:
Rooftop view gardens, etc. are nice ideas, but street-level views should be paramount - we spend our time mostly
at street-level - this city's setting is too beautiful to be channelized and blocked.
Thanks for your stated intent to preserve all the historical elements in our downtown environs - but please don't
suggest painting over the beautiful old railroad trestle on Monterey - our "cutsify" the other old structures and
I like the rooftop green area ideas as long as they are available for night sky viewing.
The trees that were lost on Garden Street for development are missed. Do not chop down more trees for
I like it.
Keep SLO unique! We don't want to be another Orange County!
Fewer alcohol outlets.
New parking structures should have housing or a restaurant on the top level. Our current parking structures have
some of the best views in the City. They were not done with the future in mind. They should have solar panels on
Add landscape to roofscape even cafes and entertainment could be located there!
Provide potential to make downtown more alive at night!!!
Try to limit high crime rate.
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More cops.
Limit or reduce the number of liquor outlets.
Art corridor is great idea!
Too many establishments offering alcohol late into the evening. Require restaurantst to stop serving alcohol past
Keep it up! Great work, everything looks awesome!
I'm new to SLO so don't have a lot of input, but I appreciate the fact that we're concerned enough about having
The bigger roads (i.e. Broad) need more regular cleaning. They're full of debris, rocks, glass, etc.
I see no need to further regulate alcohol outlets - they are already adequately controlled as a result of strenuous
Discuss threats to downtown and how the Concept Plan responds.
What is the cultural distinction of SLO that we would like to preserve?
Science/tech style museum.
Department store.
Encourage local businesses over chains.
Zipcar downtown.
Don't be intimidated by the NIMBY's and anti-height folks who do not have a vision for the future.
Try not to move Farmers Market off Higuera
Thank you for working so hard to make downtown SLO a better place!
I like the sensitivity to existing older residences.
The CVT has done amazing work. My thoughts are not to say that in any way I am not pleased with the plan. I
Do not want to make the downtown upscale like Santa Barbara or Los Gatos, want to keep small-town agricultural
The CVT should include some "regular folks" - too heavily weighted towards architects.
No alterations or demolition of historic bungalows
Reduce number of alcohol outlets significantly
A mixed use district can have horizontally as well as vertically distributed uses. In the predominately single story
West (of South) End District, this would have to be the case if we preserve the fundamental elements of the
Consider the disruption that trimming trees causes downtown
City doing a good job by asking residents to participate
Do not dismiss what other cities and countries are doing to make improvements
Emphasize neighborhood compatibility 360 degrees around projects
More parks
Respect neighborhood compatibility
Environment
Increase cost of water for downtown businesses forcing them to use available free water.
Add more solar panels to the existing rooftops in the downtown core. Allow subsidies to convert. Make it a
Infrastructure needs to be addressed FIRST, then pursue development projects.
More refill stations for water/water fountains.
Water filling stations.
More recycling recepticles downtown, especially during events and busy seasons.
Encourage solar power.
There needs to be an education given to residents on predicted growth and what it really means for this city's
All in all, I am not thrilled with the large amount of growth.
Coordinate with a Climate Action Plan
Be earthquake prepared by improving infrastructure to old buildings and keeping in mind for new buildings
Less infill and less sprawl
Stop ignoring environmental concerns
Study climate change.
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Require solar power; time to move toward renewable energy.
Parking/Transit/Circulation
Will street parking continue on side streets? (Pacific)
Quick access to parking will be key to keeping cars in the less congested areas of downtown
Need a 4 way stop at Garden and Pacific because parked cars obstruct views
Street closures and removal of street parking inhibits use by store customers (carrying purchases, if retail is still
supported, along with bars and restaurants) - particularly those residents and visitors unable to jump on and off
bikes, trolleys, and conveyances, or walk long distances - they are as important to our community. (Imagine being
Improve frequency of public transportation to downtown.
Think about using Madonna Place area for transit center if at all possible with express shuttle to downtown and
Transit stops with roofs for shelter.
Move more quickly with implementation of LUCE and the 2017-2018 top 4 program goals
Housing
Have you considered low income or affordable housing options?
Consider rising housing costs downtown
Make workforce housing in proposed residential developments.
Cal Poly students need to be housed on campus and free up housing for families
Give buying priority to people working/already living (renting) in the city.
Who will live in housing Downtown? ("The City doesn't want students living off campus").
Cal Poly
Will Cal Poly growth affect Downtown? Has that been analyzed in the Plan?
Encourage more students living downtown.
Show that you understand that dowtown is used by both residents and a growing student community.
Make Cal Poly pay for a lot of incidental costs because they allow more and more students every year.
Will downtown provide housing for increased Cal Poly growth?
When I moved here 32 years ago - it was SLO growth. Now it's not. I don't understand the shortage of houses - it's
Add mention of Cal Poly and what encourages the students to come downtown (besides bars). Give consideration
to developing a frequent shuttle system to Cal Poly to reduce student driving trip, serve all the parking structures,
and serve downtown residents traveling along the ever-longer north-south corridor of Monterey/Higuera/Marsh.
Homeless
Are there any new spaces that encourage the welcome of the homeless population either for safety and
rehabilitiation purposes or to divert unwanted panhandlers from heavy traffic areas?
Increase safety in the Creek walk, discourage transients.
More access to the Creek: nice idea but really great for homeless street people to set up camps.
Homeless are not the problem. They are moved on. Drunks - adults after concerts in the park - college students at
Adding the small parks is great, I would like to see if somehow to do "Private Property" parks so as to keep the
transients from camping out anad taking over as they do already, for example the Globe.
I'm very concerned with the homeless population which is increasing and more hostile people. It's awful to step
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Input on Boards 4-6: Concept Plan Illustrative, Development Types & Planning Sub Areas
Urban Design
LOVE the green parking lot tops - best views in the City!
Will rooftops be private or public space? (Public preferred.)
Please consider that roof gardens affect nearby residents.
I like the rooftop parking structure idea to turn it into usable space (not parking)
No to rooftop public spaces. No to more parking structures.
Like the "cultural" density around the Mission.
LOVE entrance to Downtown using the "ugly" train bridge and connecting that part of Monterey to Downtown.
I like the proposed mural on the railroad bridge overpass
Artwork and entrance on railroad bridge.
What are the qualities that make SLO special?
Change doesn't equal the end of the world.
Please, all new concrete or asphalt to be permeable!!!
Preserve downtown historic structures and limit "new" development to agree with this concept.
Looks great - more ped plazas and community spaces and less automobile traffic.
Observe historical, traditional style in accordance with their harmony of height and scope.
Modern or mixed can be problematic. We need to maintain character.
Make sure cafes and restaurants break up long blocks of other types of commercial structures.
There are a lot of great ideas to move downtown towards more of an "urban" and center-of-the-city feel.
Add "urban design" section and objectives, see my post-it note. Delineate the downtown core (historic district,
at least) and show streetscapes in perspectives - not just vignettes.
Add gateway signage locations and concepts.
Would like water fountains/water bottle refill stations with public art incorporated
Instead of building new plaza at Higuera and Nipomo, put it between Leitcher House and the Childrens Museum
Enhancing SLO creek is a top priority
More outside seating
Height
Increase height limit!
Enforce limit heights - NO exceptions. A regulation is a regulation! 5 stories far too high no matter where it is.
Limit height at 50 feet, no exceptions.
No buildings higher than 3 stories.
Density doesn't equal taller.
Honor the existing height limits and conditions in current zoning ordinance for mixed use zoning developed in
Density downtown is great - but not at the expense of views. Keep height at 50 feet to be historically
Existing Plan says "2 and 3 stories" are appropriate - KEEP! Except for N. Downtown, there say "3 and 4 stories."
Density > Units : Designed and priced for employees working downtown.
Love the increase of medium and high density housing downtown.
While honoring the concept of density, ensure appropriate distribution of open spaces, etc.
Enforce height limits - no exceptions.
There is not enough discussion as to the maximum height allowed. The new buildings should not go beyond 3
stories, and building should be between 1 and 3 stories to preserve the character of SLO.
Five stories is way too tall! Lower heights to 50 feet which is more compatible with the historic sense of place in
SLO. Use the Downtown Guidelines - larger building might be okay at fringes of lower Higuera Street.
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Change zoning to protect two story maximum height.
Height limit downtown at 50 feet.
Building height is a concern - hard to imagine 5 story buildings. Ugh!
More emphasis on rooftop uses as a way to "preserve" views, versus height restrictions.
Restrict building height and stick to regulations! Keep views of greenspaces open.
No 4 story buildings.
5 stories is too tall in the historic district. It says nothing how to manage height increases, it expands the 75' limit
in the C-D zone to the general C-[] zone outside downtown. Continue current wording that 2-3 stories are
appropriate in downtown, with some exceptions for 4 stories. Outside the C-D zone 3 and 4 stories (45-50') may
No more than 4 stories.
Taller buildings in central downtown
2 to 3 story buildings max for views, sun, and the wonderful feeling of being downtown.
Limit heights at 5 feet
No 5 story buildings
No "landmark" buildings downtown
No tall buildings over 4 storys
3 story height is enough for dense housing
Keep mixed use areas with current zoning ordinance height limits and conditions
Economic Development
How do you say "No," re: how do you know when to stop corporate construction that sends its profits to HQ
More community commercial, i.e. neighborhood bakery, meat market, wine shop.
Study good commercial planning.
It's a great idea to continue incorporating residential with commercial, etc. What about provisions - a grocery
How can small residential-serving businesses be incentivized to serve downtown residents?
If you want to encourage downtown residential without cars, need nearby practical stores and services.
Need a grocery/convenience store.
Consider "anchor store" concepts at Wells Fargo block and at "Bank of America" block.

Parking
Keep parking next to History Museum.
Outlying parking structures will require people to walk - what about those with walking disabilities? Makes it more difficult fo
Keep surface parking lots! (Needed for disabled, young families with infants, and seniors.)
I appreciated the idea about having parking structures be more accessible.
Like the increase in parking which is needed
Would like to see underground parking opportunities
Construct new parking structures ASAP
More surface parking lots for seniors, the disabled, and young families.
Encourage more public parking garages
More attention to parking and especially a transit center conveniently located.
Circulation
More east-west bike and ped only paths/roads.
No car traffic on Marsh/Higuera.
Transit center's site placed on west side of Santa Rosa
I would take out the Broad Street signals, it ruined the neighborhood feel.
Don't allow any more signals.
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I am impressed with the level of detail put into circulation and zoning.
I would seriously reconsider why Monterey Street should be reduced to vehicles.
Really like the closure of Monterey from Santa Rosa to Nipomo through Mission Plaza as a giant pedestrian
Move farmers market to the closed off Monterey between the Mission and Santa Rosa.
Look at the European/Latin American approach of pedestrian only paseos with open air cafes/shops
Love the walking trails
Love enhancing/extending the creek path
Love the pedestrian only corridor
Really like the paseo on Monterey between Chorro and Santa Rosa.
Consider adding more street lights or low bollard lighting on outer streets. Most residential-heavy streets are
Stop using the word "paseos" - be a little more specific with some of these ideas.
Put the creek walk away from downtown residents. Today speaker used the word "serene" about 7 times. NO
this concept plan will not be serene if people can walk 24-7 behind our homes.
Bike paths along creek. Widen the creek area.
More consideration to lighting for bikes in residential areas.
Close Monterey during daytime between Santa Rosa and Osos
General
Excellent job. The cultural and historical district are critical to a vibrant downtown.
Ensure that rental/lease space with Palm/Nipomo parking structure enhance the cultural district with artists
It is headed in a direction that I support. More ped and bike friendly.
"STORY-POLE" any new development. Inexpensive and leads to transparency.
Awesome, I love it!
More mixed-use projects to enhance the night life of downtown.
Glad to see more residential housing being added.
Limit alcohol outlets - help control high crime rates.
Overall the plan looks good.
I was impressed by the plans, but main concern is re-evaluating and updating zoning regulations and adhere to
height requirement and not call them guidelines. 5 story buildings are too high for our core including north
Monterey. I am a resident that values the lovely views of hills and the historical buildings that reflect the
It is reflective of my vision.
Protect all larger trees.
Make sure infrastructure improvements proceed [precede?] additional development.
More affordable residential units (either rent or own).
It's a "grand vision," but from my 8 years on the City Council, I believe it makes for potentially high expectations too high - when compared to what can be achieved.
In final draft, include engineering cost estimates for the most popular projects.
Do an initial study on the EI's of this plan - that could enable reduced costs for MND/IS's (or EIR's) on the
Close to perfect.
Reflects well, expansion of different building uses.
Definitely the right direction. The disconnect seems to be between planning and implementing.
This is an encouraging vision. It doesn't go far enough getting cars out of downtown but it is a start.
There are some great ideas that I am afraid are in danger of not being implemented because of a fear of
It somewhat aligns.
Stop being so afraid of the conservative town views and make real improvements (you know what's best).
My vision leans more toward residents, current and future. I think you are catering to developers and tourists.
Archer/Pacific area looks good.
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I do believe that the plan represents what will serve future generations well with regard to housing, jobs, and
I would mark potential public restroom locations.
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Input on Board 7: Bicycle Improvements
General
Good.
I appreciate it.
As an outsider, the SLO cycling community was a huge draw to me. I would emphasize this area the most.
I think those were definitely necessary. Right now there is not a safe way for bicycle riders to get around and
that's not good. Perhaps combine two of the ideas.
Great start, needs to go further.
Promising, this is a a good vision.
More, more, more.
Excellent start.
Need more bike improvements to meet the 20% mode share in the LUCE
I like the proposed bike improvements.
Great bicycle improvements
Great to see bike barriers decreased between Higuera and Marsh
20% bicycle use is unrealistic - you're overestimating the population that bikes for reasons other than recreation
Love the bike improvements proposed.
I like the variety of bike travel options
Place these improvements as a high priority
Make sure bicyclists can move from one area to the next easily and safely
On-Street & Off-Street Improvements
Prefer safe cycle track loops.
Railroad safety trail needs a bridge over Monterey Street.
The Railroad Bike Trail Plan is broken due to U.P. A realistic route with minimal elevation change needs to be
Railroad safety trail extension from Pepper to Amtrak Station needs bridge over Monterey Street.
Need overcrossing over Highway 101 at Broad to connect Broad Street Boulevard.
Add overpasses for bikes/peds
Add a bike/ped bridge over 101 at Broad
Overpass or bridge from North.
Love the Pepper St. bridge
Better approach on a bike on Chorro heading south to downtown - that is scary on a bike.
I'm concerned that some of the bike focus streets don't take into account some of the elevation changes. Cyclists
will generally take routes with the least elevation change.
The Bob Jones bike trail is envisioned to start at the south end of this Concept Plan. It should not be located as
shown in the Bob Jones trail concept plan, the Bike Plan, or in this plan because this is a freeway entrance/exit. I
would move it slightly south on Higuera, provide a bike-specific intersection for bikes traveling north, and
Bike lanes on all streets downtown, bike share (expand up Monterey and Santa Rosa to neighborhoods/Cal Poly),
Make sure there is a cycle track to/from downtown and the RR safety trail.
I would add a vertical street type that emphasizes priority on bicycle access for example along Pacific.
Need a cross-town north-south path(s) for bikes.
LOVE the protected paths
Need East-West bike route to help commuters.
More Class II and IV bike lanes
Make sure to have dedicated bike lanes in and out of the core
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More shortcuts only accessible to bikes and pedestrians like in Europe
Buffered lanes is a great idea
Connect Cal Poly path to Mill Street by crossing railroad.
More bike protected paths just outside of downtown
California bike path to bridge over railroad behind CHP to Mill to downtown
All good. Need to understand if bicycle track on Higuera is incompatible with Farmers Market (though moving
I would like to see more cycle-tracks downtown. Higuera and Marsh are a good start, but Chorro or Morro
Want road diets on Higuera and Marsh from Santa Rosa to US 101 with protected Class II bike lanes (Class 4)
Extend cycle tracks south on S. Higuera to link with Bob Jones trail at Octagon Barn
Higuera should have 2 lanes and a separated bike lane
Keep one side of Monterey/Higuera/Marsh very designated "bike friendly" not full bike lanes.
Improved bicycle connections, e.g. Monterey at Santa Rosa and Higuera.
More buffered bike lanes.
More Type 1 bike paths.
More bike lanes.
Bike lanes.
Separate bike lanes where possible. Physical separation between bikes and cars.
Physical separate barrier between bikes and cars where possible.
Awesome! Great! Love it! As a cyclist, the more bike-friendly, the better! Protected bike lanes!
Bike plans are great, but be mindful of curb parking needs for vehicles.
Bike lanes on all streets downtown, bike share (expand up Monterey and Santa Rosa to neighborhoods/Cal Poly),
Protected bike lanes.
Lots more protected bike lanes.
I would like a proposed buffered bike lane to go through the process of creating a multi-trans downtown area.
Smaller bike pathways between buildings.
Add parking separated cycle track with allowed pedestrian use - priority to cyclists.
Too many streets dedicated to bikes.
The additional bicycle streets mean nothing to me. I find them a nuisance.
Bike Boulevards
There needs to be a bike boulevard all the way through downtown.
More east-west bike boulevards.
Bike boulevard on Beach? Why not Nipomo?
Nipomo is an obvious choice for bike boulevard or buffered bike lane - except width is too narrow?
Beach Street bike boulevard should be moved to Nipomo. It has further destinations and connections on both
Nobody uses Beach for bikes. Use Nipomo. It is flatter and has a destination.
Bike boulevard on Poster 7 doesn't make sense between Monterey and Mill because of the elevation change.
Poster 8 doesn't show bike boulevard the same as Poster 7.
Chorro from Palm to Foothill and new bike boulevard (on Broad) needs additional safety measures.
Poster 7: Morro should be bike only, but Monterey and Palm uphill (perhaps all green with sharrow).
More bike boulevards
Complete Broad Street bicyle boulevard with Highway 101 overcrossing.
Broad St. bike boulevard is a great idea and so is closing Broad St. on/off ramps to 101 for facilitating this.
Uncertain that Broad Street is the best bike boulevard?
Bike boulevard on Nipomo instead of Beach because Nipomo goes through to Palm
More bike boulevards leading from downtown
Bike boulevard on Chorro to Foothill to Highland to Cal Poly
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Move bike boulevard from Beach to Nipomo - connect this from Peach down to Leff then to King, then to
Move bike boulevard off of Beach and over to Nipomo. It will better complete the network and connect to
Want to see bike boulevard continued across town
Extend Morro bike boulevard to at least Monterey.
Make Morro a bike boulevard without cars all the way thru downtown.
Chorro as a bike boulevard to Foothill is a great idea.
Safety
Safe and convenient bike crossing of Highway 101 near Marsh Street to connect downtown and Laguna
Lake/Madonna area. The Madonna bike path access is poorly designed and perilous.
Protected bike path from downtown to outskirts that is safe for kids.
Chorro Mont to Mill needs to be a cycle track/buffered bike lane to connect safely to other side of freeway.
Regular bike lanes are not enough to ride with children.
Johnson is a death trap for cyclists at Johnson and California up to Lizzie Street.
Better lighting on Toro if it is a bike corridor (especially near Dallidet Adobe).
Palm/Nipomo intersecton needs better bike improvements (unprotected left for bikes and cars).
Bike safety needs to be considered on all East-West connector streets. Less car parking so there is more space
Johnson Avenue needs safety improvements for cyclists in both directions. It's a crap shoot, especially at
I agree that we need to separate bike lanes for safety.
Design ALL streets to keep bicyclists safe from dooring by motorists opening doors without looking.
There needs to be a safer way for cyclists to transition from the northbound bike lane on Johnson under the
Keep cyclists separate from cars as much as possible
Make sure students from Cal Poly can safely bike downtown
Bike Parking and Related Infrastructure
More bike corrals! Allow mid-block corrals.
The bike corrals would probably be very helpful.
Like the increase in bike parking
More bike racks
Add discussion of streets/sidewalk where racks are encouraged/discouraged (i.e. no corrals on major streets but
encouraged on side streets, like in front of Linnea's on Garden Street).
Lower fees to merchants who want bike corrals/extra racks near their businesses - encourage - don't discourage Public bike repair stations
Use bio-retention areas/trenches to separate vehicle traffic from bicycle traffic. Slows traffic and provides a safe
and enjoyable bike ride downtown. Allows freedom for cyclists to go slow. Fewer parking spaces?
Easier to approve parklets with bike parking and bike corral parking.
Bicycle parking in central downtown is essential, but first bicyclists must be able to get there with ease.
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Input on Boards 8-9: Street Types, Streetscape Improvements, Green Infrastructure
General
Going in the right direction.
More downtown shuttles for those who are not able to walk.
Get rid of Bubblegum Alley, a lab of bacteria and a vulgar display, dishonoring the dignity of SLO. Overseas
Restroom for the public.
Would like to see small public restrooms
Love more bathrooms
More restrooms.
Public restrooms.
Where are you getting all this room to expand your vision?
Need more public bathrooms. I feel sorry for Barnes & Noble - we use it for the bathroom.
Sidewalks need to be wide.
More lights.
Tree lighting.
More trees.
More lights.
More thoughtful use of street-facing windows and spaces.
No mention of how overpowering the figs [trees?] are on some streets (Morro, Higuera, & Marsh).
More benches.
More options for public transit.
Encourage foot and bike traffic downtown, take cars out of downtown.
More trees.
There need to be interactive elements to the streetscape. People will linger if the streets cause them to engage
with the built environment and have chance interactions with one another.
Less signage, more trees.
Facing benches don't work-only used by homeless people in other cities
Parks
Will roof gardens on parking structures affect the Dana Street neighborhood in terms of noise?
See if Nick Tompkins will sell the area on Monterey for a park near the new transit center.
Using rooftops as public spaces/green space.
Love the focus on rooftops- great views and underutilized currently
Love the ideas of rooftop common areas-makes use of all space created and improves existing underutilized
I like the idea of roof gardens and more pocket parks, but remember needs for neighborhood parks > downtown
Rooftop gardens.
Roof gardens sound wonderful!
The more green spaces and pedestrian areas, the better. Like the idea of rooftop gardens and living walls.
Perhaps add pocket parks, art, etc. to the northern end.
Pocket parks, benches, restaurants, and cafes and other public outdoor spaces.
I like the expansion of Mission Plaza to include the art & culture corridor.
Enlarge Mission Plaza to incorporate art corridor.
Need a new P&R element of the general plan.
Connect paseos to each other.
Obviously parks are a big asset.
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Parklets, street trees and lights, sidewalk cafes.
Add considerations for piazzas on private properties with easements for public space.
Add more benches or parklets
Like the emphasis on parklets
Add parklets
Great street furniture and gathering spaces
More green space, benches, places to sit, sculptures, small gardens.
I like the idea of parklets and public art, but it has to be good art! Nothing that looks hopelessly outdated in 10
No creekwalk through residential areas at Pismo St, Dana St, etc.
Continue creekside pedestrian walkway - add to it.
Safety
Need special crossings at Chorro and Higuera - huge crossing use.
Need outdoor lighting to include tree lighting. Atmospheric plus safety achieved. Mandatory conduits in all
Nipomo/Pismo intersection is a 2-way stop. Very dangerous. Paint curbs red 20 feet from intersection to avoid
Safety circles/crossings on Chorro & Higuera and Chorro & Marsh.
Drivers can get confused on such streets where bikes have priority.
A safe, convenient bike/ped crossing of Highway 101 at Marsh Street to connect Downtown and Laguna
Lake/Madonna area. This connection should be a priority.
Pedestrians
I would add "moving sidewalks" like at airports with breaks every 1/2 block. Especially important for those of us
with limited mobility. These could be covered/solar powered.
Pedestrian/bike friendly is good.
Love the street calming, dedicated bike lanes and bricked pedestrian plazas.
Love scramble crossings!
During certain times of day (8-9, 12-1, and 4-5) consider yes, "pedestrian scramble."
Increase pedestrian over bicycle.
More thought to pedestrian aspects.
Emphasize pedestrian-friendly downtown. Walkability.
Make the downtown more walkable.
Wider sidewalks for pedestrian use.
Where is location of pedestrian islands?
More bike and pedestrian friendly streets and green street types.
Like the diagonal ped crossing.
Medians where possible to aid pedestrians, create character and beauty.
Diagonal crosswalks for pedestrians, especially at Santa Rosa and Monterey.
I like the paseos and focus on pedestrians.
Benches, wayfinding at pedestrian scale.
My personal preference was Street Type B. I think the incorporation of having pedestrians be prioritized is
Pedestrian-only streets.
More pedestrian-only areas.
I like the pedestrian-oriented street types along Marsh and Higuera.
I would change street types in the lower-central downtown to include paseos for people who live in residential
areas so that it can increase access to downtown.
I absolutely believe that pedestrians are priority to bikes!! Bicyclists are not spending $ in shops!!
Yea pedestrian, not a big promoter of bikes.
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Need a pedestrian section showing "zones" of space on sidewalks - need to say wider sidewalks are needed on
Pedestrian only malls
Wider sidewalks.
Bulbouts for pedestrians at all intersections.
Advanced stop bars at intersections before crosswalk markings
Use moveable signs at crossings for CA law "Yield to Pedestrians"
Make it more ped friendly - keep cars on the outside boundaries and in structures
Like the emphasis on bigger sidewalks
Love scramble intersections
Stop signs at all pedestrian crosswalks
Mid-block crosswalks aren't safe because vehicle traffic isn't forced to stop, do not feel as safe using them
Widen sidewalks so people can walk side-by-side.
Add 6 way pedestrians crossings (scrambles) on downtown Higuera
More pedstrian pick up and drop off areas
Love the idea of pedestrian scramble
More pedestrian protected paths in downtown core
Widen sidewalks
Prefer paseo in core of downtown, then prefere type D, C, B, and lastly A
More wide sidewalks
Pedestrian only "streets"
More pedestrian-only and bike-only ways.
Parking
Remove more downtown parking spaces.
Build more parking structures on the corners of the city forcing more pedestrian foot traffic.
Increase the cost of parking meters.
For new concept to work - need free and frequent trolley shuttle through downtown core and parking
Pay attention to Dana Street: (1) Parking District (2) Paint curbs red to allow residents access to driveways (3)
Speed bumps or special signage "Not a thru street" and limited parking.
Need adequate parking - if too different or expensive, people will avoid coming downtown.
Too much emphasis on the elimination of curb parking. My experience tells me that curb parking is very valuable
and valued especially by the businesses they benefit.
More specific locations for parking structures.
More parking garages.
Support directing motorists to parking garages with drop-off spots for disabled, elderly, people with kids.
More parking facilities (parking garages get vehicles off the streets)
Raise metered parking fees on the streets
Would like to see charging stations in garages for hybrids
More parking districts for neighborhoods.
Green Infrastructure
Water collection systems for better water savings.
Collect stormwater and rain water on rooftops and back courtyards.
Love adding greenery to the sides of parking lots to "beautify."
Urban tree canopy needs to be stronger represented in plan as current ficus are dying.
Concerned about the contaminents of standing water in cisterns, but they could be used for the watering of
LID/retention/drywell… Save that rain!
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Make clear that numerous bioswale/storm retention opportunities exist part and parcel with improving bike and
ped amenities (bioswales mentioned late in section, but make it more integrated in street types discussion).
Bioretention is important.
Green infrastructure that is also public art.
Create more pervious pavement to avoid runoff in the downtown region and create bioretention as well so that
there is less stormwater running into the creek.
Add easily accessible green walls and green roofs in central downtown that create views from the street and also
has views of the surrounding mountains in SLO.
More green/natural streetscaping
Streets
Close Monterey Street between Santa Rosa and Chorro to automobile traffic (pedestrian use only like the
Mission Plaza). Bollards on each end to allow early morning deliveries.
Love slowing down the downtown making it more like Italian piazzas, also love mixed-use and high density
Close Monterey Street between Mission Plaza and Morro.
The idea of needing a car to get to downtown is problematic. Still a car culture.
Love road diets on Higuera and Marsh.
More Type C and D in central downtown (Marsh and Higuera), it'll pay dividends.
Nipomo and Palm will be the new way to get around downtown if Broad is slow traffic only. Needs a better left
Do not close off any more of Monterey.
Widen sidewalks, divert parking.
Close some streets.
Could some of the streets be totally closed from traffic? Close some streets from traffic around Mission Plaza.
I love the idea of moving more and more towards a multi-modal downtown focusing on biking and walking.
Love the ideas for street types.
Seems like a good mix - right now cars pretty much have sway everywhere, so it's awesome to see a plan that deI like the concept in Fig 4.1 [?] but would have liked to see a discussion of two-way streets for Higuera and
I wish there was a discussion of implications for through-traffic w reduced lanes on Higuera/Marsh. What
impacts on the Pismo/Buchon concept? Has a circulation study been conducted?
Perhaps a way for the sidewalks to not be so close to a one-way.
Moving in the right direction, but still far to go. Why do cars need to be downtown? Plenty of MAJOR cities - with
far fewer traffic than SLO - have boulevards that are pedestrian-use only.
Let's divert cars away from downtown.
Higuera, Monterey, or Marsh should be pedestrian/bike only. As soon as business booms other streets will want
More ped and bike only streets.
Looks good. Space for people rather than motor vehicles.
More car-free designated routes from neighborhoods to downtown. OR at least more complete streets that
Interactive sites and street/public seating… Realize this might not fit, but…
Higuera from Pepper to Santa Rosa should be Type A, given the high density of mixed use on the map.
Love them. Slight concern about programming along Monterey to activate it but that is achievable.
I love the enhanced intersections, Street Types B and C.
I would add more enhanced intersections to the core of downtown, specifically Chorro/Higuera and
Need more midblock crosswalks
More roundabouts
Like the intersection hardscapes proposed
More traffic circles
Make Higuera and Marsh bike and pedestrian dominant
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Use bollards so that special use vehicles can access the closed off area of Monterey
I appreciate the more bike/ped centric areas/streets
Provide out of travel lane parking for buses and delivery trucks
Focus on street repairs
Love making Monterey a low-car street
5 lanes on Higuera (2 for parking and 3 for driving) is too much for the core of downtown
Want staff to condiser how plan will affect Nipomo as a "new" thoroughfare over Broad
One way streets need road diets
Reduce vehicle lanes from 3 to 2 lanes
Reduce speed limit to 25 mph in all downtown
Post 25 mph signs and road legends on pavement with 25 mph on street surfaces
Better street surfaces on Monterey, Marsh, Palm, etc.
Add 2" of rubberized asphalt concrete to streets
Like the configuration of streets
No cars on Marsh and Higuera - implement #4 opion to these streets as is being done to Monterey
Stop signs/lights at every intersection on Higuera and Marsh
Great configuration of street types.
Reduce Higuera from 3 lanes of traffic and 2 lanes of parking
Less cars and added landscaping
No more roundabouts (e.g. Chorro St.)
No roundabouts
More small city buses with better routes throughout town
Love the configuration of street types
Take a harder look at Johnson, especially under the railroad underpass
Fix the potholes
Downtown needs to remain human-centric
Good variety of streets
Heirarchy of ped and bikes is well thought out
I really like stree ttype B for downtown
I really like street type D for key sections like Monterey to the Mission
Less traffic
Slower traffic
More shortcuts only accessible to bikes and pedestrians like in Europe
Add overpasses for bikes/peds
Emphasize pedestrians and bicycles, if you must keep street type A, make it safer for ped and bikes with
Seems aggressive with the street type D on upper Monterey, but worth considering.
Type C streets gives the benefits of reducing carbon emissions and creating a greater sense of community.
Slow traffic on Higuera and Marsh to make in more bike/ped friendly
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Comments on Implementation Activity
Height
Keep view of peaks from Dowtown sidewalks by not going up over 3 stories and terracing levels.
No more tall buildings blocking views!
Housing not over 3 to 4 stories.
Use the Zoning Regulations to take height down to 30 feet. Developers will push it up to 45 feet with new State
Urban Design, Historic Buildings, and Public Art
Establish a National Historic District for SLO Mission and eligible Downtown areas.
Use Design Guidelines as rules that protect historic downtown, not developers.
Install the Jeffrey Laudenslager (sp?) Sculpture at Marsh & Higuera to Portola (sp?) Fountain
Save old buildings, re-open Foster's Freeze - a SLO CLASSIC!
Save the Mid-Centure Art Center (SLOMA) building!
Student opportunity for public art installations other than murals, e.g. sculptures…
Preserve the character of downtown by not making everything so fancy… keep it FUNKY!
Modern need not equal fancy!
Utilize the rooftops! So much potential.
Stop cutting the mature trees in SLO!
Update all parking meters to be digital meters (credit card friendly).
Circulation
Implementation Action 42: These four forms of transport should be closer to equivalent.
Move Transit Center to Madonna Plaza with express buses to downtown and Cal Poly.
Homeless
I would love to see a solution to homeless people. Most will NOT hang out at Prado, they all want to be
downtown. It's a fast-growing population and some are hostile. I hate to see any more come here.
Make a dowtown area for the growing population of homeless.
Safety
Concern about standing water and mosquito growth.
Creek
Protect the residents who already live on the Creek. Walkways should not look into homes. Homeless should be
moved by police, save us from loud people and drunks at 2 a.m.!
No creek walk through residential properties.
Parking
Implementation Action 47: Keep off Dana Street
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What Implementation Actions do you believe should be top priorities?
ID

Implementation Action by Category

Place one sticker in the box next to
your top 5 priority actions

Land Use and Economic Development
Zoning Regulations
Include relevant concepts from the Downtown Concept Plan as part of the update of the City

1 Zoning Regulations, such as expanded commercial mixed use overlay zone.

20

Housing
2

Work with partners on developing additional programs and incentives to aid in the provision
of additional housing options downtown, as shown in the Concept Plan Illustrative.

16

Government Offices
3

4

5
6

Investigate the feasibility of redeveloping the City-owned old library building and the surface
parking lot behind City Hall to house additional city services within one campus and create a
welcoming public space.
Investigate the feasibility of developing a County office building with staff parking and
commercial or public uses along the street front on County property on Monterey Street
(Block 15).
Investigate the feasibility of adding additional office space to the County courthouse, to bring
the building to Santa Rosa Street, with commercial or public use at the corner of Monterey
and Santa Rosa Streets.
Investigate the feasibility of leasing unused City office space at a subsidized rate to qualifying
nonprofit organizations.

2

0

0
2

Economic Development
Work with partners on developing a program to retain, attract, and support smaller,

7 independent, and culturally diverse businesses.

24

Consider developing an economic analysis of downtown, looking at the preferred mix of land
8 uses for long-term economic health.
9 Investigate opportunities for implementing free WiFi in public areas downtown.

4
3

Arts, Culture, and History
Public Art
Incorporate public art with public realm improvements throughout downtown, beyond the
10 locations identified in the Public Art Master Plan.

9

Cultural District and Programming
11

12

13
14
15

Work with community partners on furthering the idea of a Cultural District in the area around
Monterey Street, between Mission Plaza and Nipomo Street. Encourage enhanced cultural,
historical, and artistic uses in this general area.
Consider including additional and different ways to bring history alive in the Cultural District
area, including interpretive information on the area’s natural resources, the Anza National
Historic Trail, and El Camino Real historic bells.
Implement the Mission Plaza Concept Plan, including redevelopment of streets in the Cultural
District to Street Type D (shared street) as described in Chapter 4, with possible eventual
conversion to car-free streets. These street sections include: Monterey Street between
Nipomo and Broad Streets; Broad Street between Palm and Monterey Streets; and Broad
Street between Monterey and Higuera Streets
Work with the History Center and other community partners on developing a mobile history
walking tour app for downtown.
Consider investigating the feasibility of a West End Historic District, encompassing the area of
Higuera and Marsh Streets southwest of the Downtown Historic District.

11

2

13
2
6

Historic Facilities
16

Develop and implement a master plan for the public use of the Rosa Butron Adobe property.

1

Develop and implement a restoration plan for the Murray Adobe in coordination with the

17 Mission Plaza Master Plan.
18 Work with the History Center on expansion plans to provide capacity for future needs.
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Recreation, Open Space, and Public Restrooms
New Parks, Plazas, and Paseos
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26

Update the Park and Recreation Element of the General Plan, including a citywide Park and
Recreation Comprehensive Plan, to refine the community’s vision for parks and recreation
downtown and aid in implementation.
Develop a feasibility analysis for the acquisition, design, and development of a public park on
the corner of Monterey and Broad Streets, connecting to the Creek Walk.
Develop a feasibility analysis for the acquisition, design, and development of a pocket park
and plaza between Monterey and Higuera Streets (Block 24).
Develop a feasibility analysis for the acquisition, design, and development of a small pocket
park on the corner of Toro and Marsh Streets.
Develop and implement a master plan for a public plaza on City property on the corner of
Higuera and Nipomo Streets, as shown in the Concept Plan Illustrative.
Encourage the replacement of the existing lawn around the old courthouse building with a
drought-tolerant demonstration garden with seating and public art (Block 14).
Work with private developers to implement a system of paseos as shown in the Concept Plan
Illustrative.
Update the Design Guidelines to ecourage the development of paseos that are interesting,
safe, well connected, and interact with development as shown in the Concept Plan Illustrative.

7
0
0
0
1
2
6

3

Existing Parks and Public Facilities
Develop and implement a master plan for Emerson Park to ensure that it is used most

27 efficiently and accommodates the needs of the neighborhood.

1

Develop and implement a master plan for the Ludwick Center to better meet the community’s

28 needs for a full-service recreation center.

4

San Luis Creek
Make improvements to the existing Creek Walk so it is a safe, inviting, and enjoyable

29 experience for everyone.

30

9

Develop and implement a master plan for the expansion of the Creek Walk from Nipomo
Street to the Marsh/Higuera intersection, as shown in the Concept Plan Illustrative.

Develop and implement a master plan for San Luis Obispo Creek in the downtown area;
31 potentially combine it with a Creek Walk master plan.

7
7

Public Restrooms
Ensure the provision of public restrooms downtown, including new restrooms at Mission Plaza

32 and Emerson Park.

14

Public Safety
Coordinate with public safety so that streets and public spaces are designed to reduce crime
33 through lighting, visibility, emergency access, and other public safety features.

5

Mobility and Circulation
Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements
Continue the installation of pedestrian level wayfinding signage to direct pedestrians and

34 cyclists to the best routes and key locations downtown.

1

Develop and implement a plan for a walking path around the Dallidet Adobe property to Toro

35 Street.

3

Consider inclusion of bicycle facility recommendations (as described in Chapter 4) into the
36 Bicycle Transportation Plan after additional study.
37 Work with interested partners on the feasibility of a bike share program.
Develop a downtown pedestrian plan, or alternately, a bicycle and pedestrian plan for
downtown to further study specific locations for improvements to enhance the pedestrian
38 experience, using the Downtown Concept Plan as a guide.

5
0

18

Transit and Multimodal Facilities
Work with community partners to develop a transit center downtown to meet the transit

39 needs of downtown employees, residents, and visitors.

6

Investigate the feasibility of providing free trolley service along Higuera and Marsh and
between downtown parking garages throughout the year, in addition to existing Monterey
40 Street service.

4
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41
42
43
44

When updating the City's Capital Improvement Program, consider inclusion of multimodal
street type improvements as described in Chapter 4.
Prioritize mobility improvements to be consistent with the General Plan’s priority mode
ranking in downtown: 1. Pedestrians, 2. Bicycles, 3. Transit, 4. Vehicles.
Consider redevelopment of Monterey Street between Chorro and Santa Rosa Streets to Street
Type D (shared street), as shown in Figure 4.1.
Consider redevelopment of the downtown streets shown as Street Types A, B, and C in Figure
4.1.

Conduct a feasibility analysis to determine the optimal future design of the Marsh/Higuera
45 intersection to improve bicycle and pedestrian safety and accessibility.
When improvements are needed, consider a redesign of the Broad Street bridge (between
46 Monterey and Higuera Streets) and a Creek Walk connection underneath.

12
20
6
4
5
4

Parking Facilities (Motor vehicle, bicycle, structures)
47

48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Continue the installation of wayfinding signage to direct motorists to public parking and keep
vehicles away from the downtown core.
Design parking structures with secure bike parking, transit and trolley stops, pedestrian
wayfinding signage, electric vehicle charging stations, and pedestrian crossings where
feasible.
Design parking structures to integrate public rooftop amenities such as outdoor viewing areas,
public spaces, or appropriate community facilities where feasible.
Design parking structures so that they are located behind commercial or office mixed use to
the extent possible to keep the sidewalks pedestrian-scale and active.
Develop or partner with private developers to build parking structures as conceptually located
in the Downtown Concept Plan.
Investigate implementing variable parking pricing during peak hours.
Develop or expand in-lieu parking fee districts to accommodate future development patterns
as illustrated in the Downtown Concept Plan.
Conduct a parking demand study every five years to reevaluate demand for parking as
technology, mobility needs, and demand evolve.

When making street improvements, develop plans to ensure the adequate provision of on
street parking for the disabled; short-term loading zones for commercial vehicles; and
55 passenger drop-off and loading zones for shared economy and rideshare vehicles.

3

2
2
2
5
0
3
2

7

Circulation
Work with the Downtown Association and business owners to designate mutually beneficial

56 hours of regulation for delivery vehicles, to minimize traffic congestion.

3

Evaluate and adjust traffic signalization at intersections as necessary to improve downtown

57 circulation for safety and efficiency.

1

Streetscape
Green Infrastructure, Parklets, & Planters
58 Develop a program for designing and installing parklets downtown.

14

Work with partners on exploring funding incentives for additional streetscape improvements,
such as adopting a tree or a planter (similar to the memorial bench and rack with plaque
59 program).

0

Maintain a healthy downtown street tree canopy; evaluate and replace tree grates annually to
ensure obstruction-free sidewalks as well as proper tree health and growth capacity.

60
61 Include green infrastructure in public improvement projects whenever feasible.

16
13

Farmer's Market
Coordinate with the Downtown Association on farmers market infrastructure needs before
62 any major street redesign.
Consider moving the farmers market to Monterey Street if it is improved as a Street Type D
63 (shared street).

2
1

Lighting & Street Furniture
Implement a lighting plan on downtown streetscapes, public spaces, and storefronts for

64 enhanced safety and placemaking.
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As Street Type improvements are made, update a plan for the design and installation of
coordinated street furnishings (e.g., seating, lighting, bike parking) to create a clear sense of
65 place for downtown, or by subdistrict.

10

Maintenance
Develop an improved system for coordinating street and sidewalk cleaning that clearly defines

66 the responsibility of the City and downtown merchants.
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